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Ada Historical Society

The Averill Museum is in the middle of a facelift, expanding their facility and installing professional 
quality exhibits for the first time since they opened in 1999.  Exhibit projects have been addressed 
one by one rather than all at once, allowing the Museum and Spaces to Experiences to develop a 
great partnership. The Ada Historical Society has already experienced an increase in visitation and 
membership as projects are completed, with more projects still coming down the pike.

Time Spent Investigating Professional Exhibit Help:
Estimated 18 months between first talks with the Board 
to contract. Talks about hiring an exhibit partner were 
happening at the same time as building the addition to 
the facility.

Project Funding: AHS was in the unique 
position that the fundraising campaign for the 
construction of an addition included funding for 
the renewal of the permanent history exhibits. 
Exhibit projects have not yet had to be put on 
hold to raise more funds, and fundraising has 
been on-going. There may be a fundraising 
delay for a future project.

1974

Ada Historical Society
was formed in

1999

The Averill Museum
opened in

Volunteers: 20-25Employees: 1

Annual Exhibit
Budget: $300

(Prior to 2017)

Annual Operating 
Budget: $44,000

Board of Directors:
12 Members

Annual School
Field Trips: 5

Annual Visitors:
~2,000

Exhibit Staff:
Volunteers

The Client
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Challenges

During a strategic planning process in 2010, the museum board and staff determined the 1870s 
farmhouse in which the museum operates needed more space and an exhibit renewal. The 
exhibits had been essentially the same since it opened in 1999. The building addition supplied 
much needed private- and public-use spaces. The original house structure and transition to the 
new addition provided five exhibit rooms, one of which would be reserved for temporary exhibit 
space. The other four rooms were slated for new permanent exhibits.
The Museum Manager requested that the AHS Board consider the use of a professional 
company for the exhibit renewals, and began the process of investigating possible partners. 
S2E was brought into that investigation through a volunteer that had seen their booth at a 
history conference and also by a board member who is a local architect. The AHS sought 
estimates and met with two other exhibit companies. They decided to work with S2E because 
they appeared to have more museum specific experience and felt that communications would 
be returned and products delivered in a timelier manner than the other two choices.

The Projects 

With only one part-time staff member and a core group of volunteers, the Museum needed
time to research content and prepare their thoughts on exhibit design before engaging with 
S2E on each project. Work has progressed room by room for this reason, and budget has
not been a constraint.
The first project, Ada is…Over the Rivers, was in a sense a test by the AHS for S2E. While the 
AHS would have loved to proceed with all the projects at one time, far shortening the overall 
timeline, they wanted to be sure they had a good working relationship and worthwhile end 
product from their partnership.

We sought a local company. We 
wanted a smaller operation with 
applications in a variety of projects, 
but with museum-specific experience. 
We looked for a partner who would be 
willing to work smaller projects, over 
an extended span of time, providing 
quality products and service.

- Kristen Wildes, Museum Manager



Ada is…Right on Track

Project Size: 81 square feet of wall space 
(in the same room as the Business exhibit)

Project Budget: $6,400.00 ($79/ft2)

Time to Complete: 13 weeks

Notes: Project had an add-on of steam 
train sound, with push-button activation.

Ada is…Over the Rivers

Project Size: 120 square feet

Project Budget: $11,350.00 ($94.58/ft2)

Time to Complete: 16 weeks 

Notes: Included add-on of river sound, 
with motion sensor activation. A museum 
partner constructed the bridge wall, 
reducing fabrication cost from S2E.
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Ada is…Taking Care of Business

Project Size: 135 square feet

Project Budget: $18,625.00 ($138/ft2)

Time to Complete: 12 weeks

Notes: This project included a large
tv monitor and one-way reflective glass
to hide it in part of a soda fountain on 
display in the room.

Ada is…Kidding Around

Project Size: 126 square feet

Project Budget: $15,750.00 ($125/ft2)

Time to Complete: 16 weeks
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Outcomes

Visitation and membership numbers have increased as word has spread through the Ada 
community about the changes happening at the Averill Museum. With the projects yet to come, 
those numbers will surely increase even more.

The Process

Ada is…Over the Rivers began with AHS determining use for the room, selecting artifacts and 
images, organizing the information, writing script and envisioning flow. S2E met with the AHS 
committee on site and discussed content, best practices, possible materials, technologies 
and opportunities.  
During the contracting phase, there was some back and forth about parts AHS staff could take 
on to reduce costs. Once the project was contracted with S2E, AHS provided exhibit content 
through email and online file transfers.  
From there the project progressed through emails and phone calls. AHS came to the project 
with fairly developed ideas, but the exhibit still needed to be designed. S2E provided initial 
designs and virtual models for the AHS to review and provide input. Once the initial drafts were 
approved, the designs were finalized and shared with the AHS for approval and proofreading, 
and then fabrication began. Installation only took 2 days for S2E.

An important bonus of working with S2E has to do with the AHS’s small size. The 
Museum Manager is the only professional among a dedicated core of community 
volunteers. S2E shared knowledge of the museum industry, current trends, as well 
as successes and failures at previous working experiences. These were valuable 
conversations that bring a wider influence and experience into our small museum.  
I have valued the partnership, not just the services provided.

- Kristen Wildes, Museum Manager

What has been accomplished makes us excited for what is yet to come! For years, 
the Ada Historical Society has provided successful programming and events, but 
the museum itself has been the weakest offering. The expansion project and these 
new exhibits are strengthening the museum, and allowing us new opportunities to 
meet our mission and share Ada’s story. We’re increasingly proud about the 
experience we can offer residents and visitors.

- Kristen Wildes, Museum Manager
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Time Spent Investigating Professional Exhibit Help:
3 Months

Project Funding: Project funds were not in 
place prior to meeting with S2E, so ‘visioning’ 
documents were requested to help estimate 
exhibit costs and use to raise funds for the 
proposed exhibit.

1968
First Opened in

1983

Been in Current
Location Since

Volunteers: 20Employees: 0

Annual Exhibit
Budget: $500

(Prior to These Projects)

Annual Operating 
Budget: $50,00

Board of Directors:
12 Members

Annual School
Field Trips: 20

Annual Visitors:
3,000

Exhibit Staff:
Committee Assited

by Volunteers

Lenawee County Museum

A single new exhibit has brought more visitors and notoriety to the Lenawee County Museum. The 
new exhibit has brought increased enthusiasm for more exhibit projects in the future, and has 
spurred the Museum to add extra programming services to meet the needs of bus tour groups. The 
Museum’s exhibit committee also has a better understanding of the exhibit development process, 
and is daring to dream bigger exhibit opportunities than they thought possible before.

The Client
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Challenges

When the Museum’s paid curator retired, the staffing format was changed to a “citizen run” 
museum with one changing exhibit. In recent years, there has been feedback from visitors that 
they would like to see new and updated permanent exhibits since most of the exhibits in the 
museum have been on display since the mid-1980s.
The Museum lacks working space to develop and fabricate exhibit components, and was 
looking to find some professional help in exhibit development. An exhibit committee was 
formed, but there were difficulties in coming to a consensus about overall exhibit visions. The 
Museum’s Vice President of the Board of Directors, Ray Lennard, is the point person for 
programming and exhibits, and he made recommendations to the rest of the Board to select 
and hire an exhibit partner. The Museum found S2E through a postcard mailer and consulted 
with them and some other partner possibilities. They chose S2E because they felt more 
comfortable with the working arrangements and the flexibility in breaking up the projects.

The Projects

Projects are proceeding at a pace that matches fundraising efforts. Unlike the Ada Historical 
Society, the Lenawee County Museum has not recently undergone a capital campaign, nor do 
they have plans to do that in the near future. Exhibit work will progress as funds allow, ensuring 
time for the Museum to fully develop the content and keep their volunteers engaged in the 
continuing changes at the Museum. This also allows the Museum to maintain engagement in 
other community projects, providing assistance to the development of other public monuments 
and local history projects.

It was a HUGE plus to receive 
‘visioning’ documents to use for 
fundraising before coming back to 
finish exhibit development and 
fabrication.

- Ray Lennard, Vice President
Lenawee County Museum Board of 
Directors
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DESIGN PROPOSAL FOR: 
Lenawee County Museum

PROJECT TITLE: Anti-Slavery 
Movement Exhibit

DATE: 2/20/17

COPYRIGHT: The material 
contained herein is for review 
purposes only. Spaces to Expe-
riences retains all title, owner-
ship, and intellectual property 
rights to the material contained 
herein until such time as they 
are transferred.

DRAWN BY: MLC

Existing Table

County Map

Panels about people and 
places tied to the map

Title Panel with 
dimensional lettering

Interpretive Panel for 
Mounted Paper

Paper mounted 
on spinner inside 
case

New Dress Case



Anti-Slavery and the Underground Railroad
in Lenawee County

Project Size: approx. 274 square feet

Project Budget: $10,500.00 ($38.32/ft2)

Time to Complete: 17 weeks 

Time between reception of Illustration and contracting the 
exhibit work: About one year

Notes: This exhibit utilized an existing oversized bookcase in the 
museum’s collection as a display case. The exhibit construction 
consisted mostly of graphics, and included one custom display 
case for a dress.
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Transportation and Industry Conceptualization 
Illustration

Project Size: approx. 274 square feet

Project Budget: $500.00

Time to Complete: 7 weeks

Anticipated Budget: $20,325.00 ($74.18/ft2)

Anticipated Time to Complete: 10-12 weeks

Anticipated Time between reception of Illustration and 
contracting the exhibit work: About one year

Notes: Knowing the client and their space prior to this 
consultation made schematic exhibit development very quick 
and easy. This schematic development only took one in-person 
meeting with the client, who had a very good sense of what 
needed to be in the exhibit, without a written script.
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It was a smooth process. It was vital to us to have S2E be in the 
feedback loop, questioning why we were looking at certain things 
to make us realize what was/wasn’t important to the story being 
told.

- Ray Lennard, Vice President
Lenawee County Museum Board of Directors

I can let my imagination run free with the exhibit as I know S2E 
can develop/create something akin to what my vision is.

- Ray Lennard, Vice President
Lenawee County Museum Board of Directors
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The Process

The Museum put together a small team, consisting of Ray and two other volunteers, to develop 
the Anti-slavery exhibit.  They utilized help from the local NAACP for input in the exhibit content. 
The initial 3D illustration was vital to the fundraising effort, and the success of that fundraising 
was good enough to develop the content into a much larger exhibit than had been envisioned. 
The exhibit brought artifacts and images together that were scattered throughout the museum, 
and transformed a space that was overstuffed with a variety of artifacts and objects into a 
cohesive space where visitors could learn how Lenawee County residents supported and 
participated in the anti-slavery movement.
The Anti-Slavery exhibit was very much a partnership project. The process started with a site 
visit and an outline of the major sections needed to tell the story along with some preliminary 
exhibit script. Phone calls, emails, image transfers, and a meeting or two to review the space, 
vision, and artifacts were all part of the development process.
Artifacts for the Anti-Slavery exhibit are mainly 2-dimensional, which made it difficult for the 
Museum’s exhibit team to figure out how to organize it cohesively. S2E provided some extra 
guidance in that regard. In the end all the desired content made it into the exhibit, and the 
Museum now has a better idea of what is needed to develop the next project.

Outcomes

Since the installation of the Anti-Slavery exhibit, the Museum has experienced an increase in 
visitor numbers. They have tour groups coming from outside the usual places, and they have 
added a step-on-bus guide service so visitors can see the actual sites featured in the exhibit.
Visitors have expressed excitement over the new exhibit, and are looking forward to seeing 
more.  They have also been a win for the museum in terms of marketing. Volunteers are excited 
to showcase the new exhibit and are enthusiastic about the upcoming Transportation exhibit 
visualization.  
In addition to increases in visitor numbers, the Museum’s exhibit committee now has a clearer 
idea of what to expect for the next project. They have a better understanding of the process 
and timelines, and can dare to dream bigger and better possibilities.
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